
Mobile App Builder for Spanish Speakers
Available Using Apps I Like (AppsILike.net)
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Spanish speakers can create and
monetize mobile apps using a mobile
app builder that provides basic app
building instructions in Spanish, as well
as in English.

COLUMBIA, MARYLAND, UNITED
STATES, May 11, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Savvier Health,
LLC’s powerful mobile app builder, Apps I
Like (Appsilike.net), empowers users to
create apps in Spanish, as well as in
English and in German. After logging into
the dashboard, users simply select the
language they prefer for the app building
platform.  Basic information is available in
all three languages and very technical
questions can be addressed using a
simple online translation program, such
as Google Translate.

Mobile apps are a multi-billion dollar
business for a reason. The ability to
expand the reach of a business and bring
in more customers is only the tip of the
iceberg. Apps I Like has hundreds of
templates that can be customized
quickly, some in less than an hour and
Apps I Like has something for virtually
everyone. Mothers can create e-books
featuring photos of their children as the
heroes. Photographers can create
wedding or anniversary apps for their
clients.  Musicians can create apps
featuring videos of their music.  An
individual with no gaming experience
whatsoever could even create the next
international game app sensation, with
no coding needed. Apps I Like’s coding expert can develop a single page of unique code or even
create and upload an entire game app based on the customer’s vision as an add-on service.  

Basic template categories include business, design & portfolio, entertainment, events & causes,
sports, E-commerce, digital publishing, locations & places, music & band, restaurant & bar, game
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apps and a variety of
blank/miscellaneous apps. In addition,
there are over a hundred features that
can subscribers can mix and match to
create a one of a kind app, over and over
again.

Apps I Like (AppsILike.net) uses a simple
what-you-see-is-what-you-get format to
allow subscribers to easily exchange
standard text and pictures with their own
in hundreds of ready-to-publish mobile
app templates. Anyone who can use a
home computer has the potential to copy,
paste and write his way into a piece of
the explosive international app market
that has made its share of millionaires, or
simply use Appsilike.net to create a
library of private apps for personal use
that can be updated and synced on
demand. 

Ten percent of the proceeds is donated
to charitable causes, with a current
emphasis on a Christian charity servicing
the poor in the Caribbean and Latin
America.
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